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_____________ 

 

I the undersigned asks to participate in the public selection, for qualifications and examinations, for the 
awarding of a type B fellowship at Dipartimento di Studi Letterari, Filologici e Linguistici 

Scientist- in – charge: Prof. Patrizia Piacentini 

 

[Martinet Émilie] 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

 

 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 

Surname Émilie 

Name Martinet 

Date of birth [16/07/1981]  

 

 

PRESENT OCCUPATION 

Associate researcher 
French research unit "UMR 5140-ASM, Archéologie des Sociétés 
Méditerranéennes", "Égypte Nilotique et Méditerranéenne" team, 
Paul-Valéry Montpellier 3 University (France). 

https://vega-vocabulaire-egyptien-ancien.fr/membre-
equipe/emilie-martinet/ 

French research unit "UMR 8167 Orient & Méditerranée", "Mondes 
pharaoniques" team, Paris-Sorbonne University (France). 

https://www.orient-mediterranee.com/spip.php?article1458 

 

 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

Degree Course of studies University year of achievement of the 
degree 

Degree Licence (= Laurea 
Triennale) in 
History, awarded 
with high honours 

Paris-Sorbonne 
University 

2002 

Master  Master’s degree in 
History, awarded 
with highest honours 

Paris-Sorbonne 
University 

2003 

Specialization Postgraduate degree 
in Egyptology 
(Master 2 = Laurea 

Paris-Sorbonne 
University 

2005 
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specialistica), 
awarded with 
highest honours 

PhD 
PhD in Egyptology, 
awarded with 
highest honours and 
unanimous 
congratulations from 
the jury (summa cum 
laude). Defended on 
December 9, 
2013 (jury: Prof. P. 
Butterlin, Dr L. 
Coulon, Dr J. C. 
Moreno García, Prof. 
P. Tallet, Prof. D. 
Valbelle (adviser) 
and Prof. H. 
Willems). 

Paris-Sorbonne 
University 

2013 

Degree (post-lauream) Post-graduate 
degree in Archival 
Studies (“Archives et 
métiers des 
archives”) with 
highest honours  

Poitiers University 
(France) 

2014 

Qualification for teaching 
(University) 

Qualification for the 
rank of Maître des 
conférences, 
scientific-
disciplinary field 21 
“Histoire, 
civilisations, 
archéologie et art 
des mondes anciens 
et médiévaux” 

Ministère de 
l'Enseignement 
Supérieur, de la 
Recherche et de 
l'Innovation (France) 

since 2015 

Qualification for teaching 

(High school) 

Teacher 
qualification for 
secondary education 
("concours du CAPES 
d'histoire- 
géographie") 

Ministère de 
l'Éducation Nationale 
(France) 

2004 

 

REGISTRATION IN PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 

Date of 
registration 

Association City 

2015 
Société française d'égyptologie (SFE) 

Paris 

 

 

FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
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Languages level of knowledge 

French Native 

English Professional 

Italian Read: good, written: fair 

German Read: good 

 

 

AWARDS, ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS, SCHOLARSHIPS 

Year Description of award 

2017 
Grant awarded by the LabEx ARCHIMEDE - Paul-Valéry Montpellier 3 University in order to 
participate in the international conference "Old Kingdom Art and Archaeology" held in 
Milano. 

2017 Grant awarded by the LabEx ARCHIMEDE - Paul-Valéry Montpellier 3 University for a mission 
in the Musée d'Ethnographie of Neuchâtel in order to consult the archives of the 
Egyptologist Gustave Jéquier. 

2015 
"Jacques Vandier Prize" awarded by the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres (Paris) 
for the publication of my PhD thesis. 

https://www.aibl.fr/seances-et-manifestations/coupoles-312/coupole-
2015/article/palmares 

2015 
One-month research grant awarded by the French Institute of Oriental Archaeology (IFAO-
Cairo) in order to study some materials kept in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo-Egypt. 

2015 
Grant from the French research unit "UMR 8167 Orient et Méditerranée", Paris-Sorbonne 
University, in order to present a paper at the "International Abusir and Saqqara conference" 
held in Prague. 

2009 
One-month research awarded by the French Institute of Oriental Archaeology (IFAO-Cairo) 
for carrying researches in Cairo Museum and IFAO archives. 

1999-2005 
Scholarships based on merit and social criteria awarded by the Ministère de l'Enseignement 
Supérieur, de la Recherche et de l'Innovation (France). 

 

TRAINING OR RESEARCH ACTIVITY 
Research activity 

In my PhD thesis, I provide an innovative and complete analysis of the provincial administrative 
structures in the Egyptian Old Kingdom (2700-2160 BCE) based on a critical study of sources and building 
on a database containing about 1500 titled individuals. In this database, I have collected the available 
information concerning the whole individuals known in the provinces by at least one title. This database 
contains not only high-ranking provincial officials but also all the social groups around them, including 
the members of their extended family and their subordinates who are mentioned in their tombs with 
their own titles and relationships. If the prosopographical approach remains crucial for this topic, my 
aims could only be achieved by using a comprehensive approach and by conducting a crossover analysis 
of all the inscribed, iconographical and archaeological sources, may they be royal or private. After having 
deeply studied each level of the hierarchy, I was able to elaborate models of the provincial 
administrative system by identifying the main regularities. I have reconstructed the history of the 
mutations of the provincial administrative structures in the course of the Old Kingdom. I have also 
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elaborated a typology of the different provincial administrative structures, insofar as these structures 
were not at all homogeneous. I have constituted a list of twenty-two criteria that allowed me to classify 
the different provinces in several categories according to distinctive and common features.  

After my PhD thesis, l started to apply a relatively new method, the Social Network Analysis (SNA) to 
these data in order to produce new scientific knowledge about the growth mechanisms and the 
perpetuation of the social position of the local elites in the late Third Millennium BCE. 

I am currently developing new projects of research, one on the causes and processes of the emergence 
and the growth of the provincial elites, particularly from the end of the Vth Dynasty (c. 2350 BCE) and 
another including the study of the archives of the Egyptologist R. Weill which are kept in Paul-Valéry 
Montpellier 3 University. 

Training activity in history and in Egyptology 

I followed courses in general history, geography, methodology and historiography, in history, archaeology 
and history of the art of Ancient Egypt as well as in Ancient Egyptian (Middle Egyptian, Late Egyptian and 
hieratic writing) at the Paris-Sorbonne University and the École Pratique des Hautes-Études (EPHE-Paris). 

 
Archival training 

I was trained in archival studies (life cycle of documents, norms of conservation, filling plan, 
palaeography of handwritings etc.) and I graduated with a university degree in archival studies (Poitiers 
University). I did an internship of 6 months in the Departmental Archives of Morbihan (Vannes, France). I 
have classified several contemporary archival collections (written archives and photographs: physical 
ordering of the documents and redaction of an inventory with the software Arkhéïa). After this 
internship, I was recruited as an archivist for one year in the same institution. 

Fieldwork experience 

07-08/2010, 07-08/2011 and 07-08/2012: Participation as volunteer archaeologist: post-excavation of the 
Neolithic settlement of La Chevêtelière (Vendée, France), directed by Patrick Péridy. Study of the 
objects, pottery and flint reassembling, section drawing and flint drawing on illustrator; prospecting. 

07-08/2001, 07-08/2002, 07-08/2003 and 07-08/2004: Participation as volunteer archaeologist at the 
excavation of the Neolithic settlement of La Chevêtelière. Excavation, data collection, recording 
material, artefact cleaning, photographic recording, lithic artefact identification, topographical records. 

 

PROJECT ACTIVITY 

Year Project 

2015-2018   
Postdoctoral position at the Paul-Valéry Montpellier 3 University (France) - LabEx 
ARCHIMEDE - French research unit "UMR 5140 Archéologie des Sociétés Méditerranéennes": 
scientific collaborator for the VÉgA Project (Vocabulary of Ancient Egyptian: a digital 
dictionary of Ancient Egyptian), under the supervision of Prof. F. Servajean. 

https://vega-vocabulaire-egyptien-ancien.fr/membre-equipe/emilie-martinet/  

2005-2013 PhD in Egyptology: L’Administration provinciale à l’Ancien Empire, Paris-Sorbonne 
University. 

 

OTHER PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

2014-2015        
Archivist (Departmental Archives of Morbihan, France, Vannes). 
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2008-
2012        

Primary school teacher (National Education, France, Alsace) (children aged 9 to 10). 

2005-
2006       

Secondary school teacher for history and geography (National Education, France, Alsace) 
(students aged 11 to 18). 

 

CONGRESSES AND SEMINARS 

Date Title Place 

2020 "Prosopography of the Provincial Elites of 
the Egyptian Old Kingdom: Methodology, 
Tools and Results". 

Paper given at the multidisciplinary seminar 
"La prosopographie: objets et méthodes", 
organised by Prof. T. Kouamé, Paris-Sorbonne 
University.  

2017 "Provincial Administration from the End of 
the Old Kingdom to the Beginning of the 
First Intermediate Period: between 
Tradition and Innovation" 

International Conference "Beyond Memphis", 
Julius-Maximilians-Universität, Würzburg, 
organised by Dr E. Lange (Julius-Maximilians-
Universität, Würzburg) and Dr M. De Meyer 
(KU Leuven). 

2017 "Social Differentiation and Degree of 
Integration in the Court Society: towards a 
Sociology of the Provincial Elites in the Old 
Kingdom" 

Old Kingdom Art and Archaeology, 7th 
Conference, Università degli Studi di Milano, 
organised by Prof. P. Piacentini. 

2016 "The Provincial Administration from the 
Beginning of the Old Kingdom to the End of 
the Middle Kingdom" 

Paper given at the seminar "The Link of 
Ancient Egyptians to their World", organised 
by Dr S. Dhennin, Lumière Lyon 2 University, 
France. 

2015 "The Administration of the Nomes of Lower 
Egypt in the Old Kingdom" 

Abusir and Saqqara Conference, Charles 
University, Prague. 

2015 "Pouvoirs locaux et réseaux à la fin de 
l’Ancien Empire égyptien" ("Local Powers 
and Networks at the End of the Old 
Kingdom"). 

140th Congress of the CTHS (Comité des 
Travaux Historiques et Scientifiques) entitled 
"Réseaux et société" ("Networks and Society"), 
Reims, France. 

2008 "Les nomarques sous l’Ancien Empire" 
("The Nomarchs in the Old Kingdom". 

Paper given at the Prof. D. Valbelle seminar, 
Paris-Sorbonne University. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Books 
1. L’Administration provinciale sous l’Ancien Empire égyptien, Probleme der Ägyptologie 38, 

Leiden, Boston, Brill, 2019. 
2. Le nomarque sous l’Ancien Empire, Paris, PUPS, 2011. 

 

Articles in reviews 
3. "La structure administrative du 14ème nome de Haute-Égypte et le développement de 

l’administration supra-provinciale sous la VIe dynastie", Bulletin de l'Institut français 
d'Archéologie Orientale 115, Cairo, Institut français d'archéologie orientale, 2016, pp. 299-324.  

4. "Note sur le titre  ‘scribe du nome’ à la fin de l’Ancien Empire", Göttinger Miszellen 243, 
Göttingen, Georg-August-Universität, 2014, pp. 33-42. 

 

Congress proceedings 
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5. "Some Thoughts on the Administrative and Social Hierarchical Structures in the Provinces in the 
Late Old Kingdom and at the Beginning of the First Intermediate Period", in De Meyer, M., Lange, 
E. (eds), Beyond Memphis. The Transition of the Late Old Kingdom to the First Intermediate 
Period as reflected in Provincial Cemeteries, Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta, Leuven, 
forthcoming.  

6. "Analysing the Dynamics among the Social Groups and the Mechanisms of Social Promotion in the 
Provinces in the Late Old Kingdom: Social Netwok Analysis Methods and New Research 
Approaches, in Bárta, M., Dulíková, V. (eds), Addressing the Dynamics of Change: Complex 
Network Analysis in Ancient Egypt, Prague, 2020. 

7. "L’Administration des nomes de Basse-Égypte sous l’Ancien Empire", in Bárta, M., Coppens, F., 
Krejcí, J. (eds), Abusir and Saqqara in the Year 2015, Prague, 2018, pp. 219-236. 

8. "Social Differentiation and Degree of Integration in Court Society: towards a Sociology of the 
Provincial Elites in the Old Kingdom", in Piacentini, P., Delli Castelli, A. (eds), Old Kingdom Art 
and Archaeology 7. Proceedings of the International Conference, Milano, July 3-7 2017, Egyptian 
& Egyptological Documents Archives Libraries VI, Milano, 2017, pp. 260-273. 

9. "Pouvoirs locaux et réseaux sous la VIe dynastie égyptienne (vers 2350 - 2200 avant notre ère) : 
un exemple des usages et des apports de l’analyse des réseaux en égyptologie", in Bresc, H. 
(dir.), Réseaux politiques et économiques, Actes du 140e congrès national des sociétés 
historiques et scientifiques, Reims, 2015, electronic publishing of the "Comité des Travaux 
Historiques et Scientifiques" (CTHS), 2016, pp. 15-25.  

 

OTHER INFORMATION 

Member of the Scientific committee of the Revue d'Égyptologie since 2017. 

Committee member of the Société française d'égyptologie since 2017. 

Qualified for the grade of Maître de Conférences (MCF) (university lecturers) in France (field  21 
Histoire, civilisations, archéologie et art des mondes anciens et médievaux) since 2015. 

 

Declarations given in the present curriculum must be considered released according to art. 46 and 47 of 
DPR n. 445/2000. 

The present curriculum does not contain confidential and legal information according to art. 4, paragraph 
1, points d) and e) of D.Lgs. 30.06.2003 n. 196. 

 

Place and date: Montpellier, 05/06/2020  

 
 

SIGNATURE 

 
 
 

 
Émilie Martinet  


